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About This Game

Lifeliqe VR Museum brings Lifeliqe's interactive learning experiences into VR for the first time!

Learn about a cell, join ancient dinosaurs for a walk, or visit a prehistoric settlement that dates back to the seventh millennium
B.C.

These immersive learning experiences empower students to spark light bulb moments. By visualizing scientific concepts and
environments that would be otherwise unaccessible, learners can boost their curiosity and learning passion. Lifeliqe is an

engaging learning world that learners will love and adults will wish they could have in schools when they were kids.

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Title: Lifeliqe VR Museum
Genre: Free to Play, Simulation
Developer:
Lifeliqe, Inc.
Publisher:
Lifeliqe, Inc.
Release Date: 4 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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Solar Gun is an FPS puzzle game with some shooting mechanics.

You know what this means...
it takes a lot of inspiration from Portal and various other indie puzzle games, both in world design, art style and puzzle design.
There are some visuals from 2001: A Space Odyssey for some reason. Using monolith imagery should make some kind of
sense, otherwise it's just a reference that doesn't mean anything.

The puzzles are typical, not exactly mind blowing, but they keep you occupied for a few minutes/hours. The environments aren't
quite illogical, but the attempt at worldbuilding is commendable.. This game is in beta but there is NO player base and its
basically a camp on objective and wait for the other team to begin capture then just pick them off. one grenade will do it as
there is nobody playing this game. 3 maps....one for each person that was suckered into buying this.. honestly, i am super
impressed. this is a fantastic, story rich example of what a HOG should be. I even love that you can turn off the HOG option in
the menu in case it starts to get tedious. the story is very well told and very well paced. There's a lot of great atmosphere and
intrigue and it leaves you wanting to know more. count me in for part 2, if it ever gets released, haha!. When I first got the game
opened it up and played for awile, after that found factorio wish I got that. Factorio looks like a much bigger game and more
complex. This is a small game in neeed of help. The game is boring and too small to not be in full release. It need more factors
like mulit player with quick combat. Like you would build a factory like that but have it faster pasted and have weapones to
attack and defend. Should ony be $5 not good enough for $10 well not even $5 should be free because its so small.. Around ten
minutes of gameplay and I am both impressed yet\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off by this remake
which is well know for it's beautiful graphics for 16bit and 32bit consles, the puzzles were good, the difficulty was fair (Even if
you put it on hard mode) and the layout of the levels were quite fine and easy to navigate.

This game however pisses on some of those features while being impressive in diffirent ways. Difficulty is toned down; for
example a simple elevator puzzle near the beginning; there were two triggers per floor; one to move the elevator to allow you to
go up while forcing you to jump over the one between that and the elevator to set you back a little, did they really need to dumb
that puzzle down? No they did not. Puzzles are dumbed down and the level design feels rushed.

I like the gun aiming system (Use a mouse, not a joypad for that) but then the tasks that require you to do it do not require
thought as the solution is shoved into your face thinking you are lacking a brain. Graphics are quite nice but the background
could have used more work but then again, level design feels rushed but I do like how the new conrad looks.

I'm going to be honest here; the game is flawed yet enjoyable, but I don't reccomend it because it's my review and I hate it when
a reboot\/remake dumbsdown simple puzzles and rushes level design to a mess that looks cramped as hell; leveling up is a stupid
mistake seieng as the original game was intended for puzzle\/survival than being combat-based; I stil lreccomendd it if you want
a good platformer that feels new\/original that doesn't involve mario or any indie developers at all but if you want a real
challenge; go play the original.

Update: The 1993 edition is god awful, it's not the original Flashback at all; just some rushed recreation of the dos game with no
music\/sound at all and awkwardly placed controls you can't map. To make the recreation worse; they have it look like you are
playing it on an arcade machine powered on outside in the rain with an effect to make it look like an outdated arcade machine
(Thank god the 1993 edition is free).. Ok I guess. It dosn't work with a multiple monitor setup. I have two moniters, my main
and one to the right and no matter what i do i can't just get both of them to be there own backround.I can have 1 of them have a
wallpaper, or have a really crapy looking combined version which i dont want, and it was working fine the other day so i dont
know what happened. I know 3 bucks isnt a lot of money, but like if i buy somthing, i kindof want it to work, especialy when i
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am paying for the most mundane thing ever, like a backround, Come on .. if you're using a controller you can only use left and
right to cycle through options and in the first minute of the irst level i got several pop up tutorials, one almost every time i
moved.
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buy this game. I got 5,000 achievements in 30 minutes. Just spammed the Spacebar and Enter buttons at the same time. Hello,
my childhood. This was the first one I ever played, and darned if it doesn't take me right back. Still a blast as an adult, and I'm
not ashamed to say it, either. Will we make it back to earth? Of course we will, but right after I finish making new aliens,
mmk?. Pretty Pood Graphics. It's got me interested in this type of style of games.. I'm going to come right out and say it. This
game has a bad wrap on Metacritic. The controls are NOT terrible as mentioned simply turn up the sensitivity on your mouse
and use the wsad keys and it is easy as pie to control. The game play reminds me alot of a modern day River Raid tied in with
Alien Storm and it's ilk. Quick to pick up, easy to play, difficult to master, the game has an interesting play style that is quite
addicting. The story line is rather lame and transparent but the game itself is well worth the $1.24 I paid for it on sale. I actually
will be purchasing the 4 pack to give away to friends! Fun little title.. Great. My 5y old son loves Danko. No timer, no cruelty
and forgiving approach where even a kid can restart the map. More games like please!. Epic game, just4fun. Buy cheap, play in
free time when you want just to relax.
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